ABSTRACT

The research objective of this work was to understand pedestrians' behavior and interaction with vehicles during pre-crash scenarios that provides critical information on how to improve pedestrian safety.

In this study, we recruited 110 cars and their drivers in the greater Indianapolis area for a one year naturalistic driving study starting in March 2012. The drivers were selected based on their geographic, demographic, and driving route representativeness. We used off-the-shelf vehicle black boxes for data recording, which are installed at the front windshield behind the rear-view mirrors. It records high-resolution forward-view videos (recording driving views outside of front windshield), GPS information, and G-sensor information.

We developed category-based multi-stage pedestrian detection and behavior analysis tools to efficiently process this large scale driving dataset. To ensure the accuracy, we incorporated the human-in-loop process to verify the automatic pedestrian detection results. For each pedestrian event, we generate a 5-second video to further study potential conflicts between pedestrians and vehicle. For each detected potential conflict event, we generate a 15-second video to analyze pedestrian behavior.

We conduct in-depth analysis of pedestrian behavior in regular and near-miss scenarios using the naturalistic data. We observed pedestrian and vehicle interaction videos and studied what scenarios might be more dangerous and could more likely to result in potential conflicts.

We observed: 1) Children alone as pedestrians is an elevated risk; 2) three or more adults may be more likely to result in potential conflicts with vehicles than one or two adults; 3) parking lots, communities, school areas, shopping malls, etc. could have more potential conflicts than regular urban/rural driving environments; 4) when pedestrian is crossing road, there is much higher potential conflict than pedestrian walking along/against traffic; 5) There is an elevated risk for pedestrians walking in road (where vehicles can drive by); 6) when pedestrians are jogging, it is much more likely to have potential conflict than walking or standing.; and 7) it is more likely to have potential conflict at cross walk and junction than other road types.

Furthermore, we estimated the pedestrian appearance points of all potential conflict events and time to collision (TTC). Most potential conflict events have a TTC value ranging from 1 second to 6 seconds, with the range of 2 seconds to 4 seconds being associated with highest percentages of all the cases. The mean value of TTC is 3.84 seconds with standard deviation of 1.74 seconds.

To date, we have collected about 65TB of driving data with about 1.1 million miles. We have processed about 50% of the data. We are continuously working on the data collection and processing. There could be some changes in our observation results after including all data. But the existing analysis is based on a quite large-scale data and would provide a good estimation.
INTRODUCTION

In this project, the goal is to determine detailed pre-crash scenarios for vehicle-to-pedestrian collisions in the United States. With the support from Toyota Motor Corporation and Toyota Engineering & Manufacturing North America Inc., we recruited 110 cars and their drivers in the greater Indianapolis area for a one year naturalistic driving study starting in March 2012. The Transportation Active Safety Institute (TASI) at IUPUI is located in the heart of downtown Indianapolis. In addition, within the 30 mile radius around Indianapolis, where many people commuting daily, there is a variety of urban streets, highways, freeways, suburban areas, and rural areas. This makes it possible to collect driving and vehicle data from very diverse driving conditions. We used off-the-shelf vehicle black boxes for data recording, which are installed at the front windshield behind the rear-view mirrors, which record high-resolution forward-view videos (recording driving views outside of front windshield), GPS information, and G-sensor information.

We designed and developed a suite of tools to process the data, perform automatic pedestrian detection, and pedestrian behavior analysis. This paper describes our approach and highlights the findings of the pedestrian behavior analysis. This project involves human subjects and received approval from the Indiana University Institutional Review Boards (IRB).

RELATED NATURALISTIC DATA COLLECTION PROJECTS IN USA

In 2002, with the support from National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) performed 100-car naturalistic driving data collection [1]. The focus of VTTI’s 100-car study was to obtain data on driver performance and behavior in the moments leading up to a crash. Recently, the National Academies of Science-Strategic Highway Research Program 2 sponsored the SHRP 2 Naturalistic Driving Study [2]. The objective of SHRP 2 is to address the role of driver performance and behavior in traffic safety. For both projects, the study focuses are on the driver’s performance and behavior.

METHODS

Apparatus

In this project, we installed a DOD GS600 DVR in each vehicle to collect the naturalistic driving data that consists of the driving scene video, GPS information, and vehicle acceleration in X, Y, and Z directions. The DOD GS600 DVR can collect data continuously and save the data into a micro SD card. We used 32GB micro SD cards which can hold up to 10 hours of driving data. The SD card can be easily accessed and switched at the bottom of the camera. Figure 1 shows the specification of the DOD GS600 DVR. It includes one 120° wide angle lens video camera, a GPS with internal antenna, and G sensor. We set the DOD GS600 DVR to record video at 30 frames per second with 1280x720 resolution.

Figure 1 The specification of DOD GS600

Figure 2 shows the example installation to the subject’s vehicle. It is installed behind the rear view mirror on the front windshield via its suction cup to record the driving scene. The power cable of the DVR is connected to the vehicle’s cigarette charger. The camera will be turned on when vehicle is on; and will be off when the vehicle is off. (note: Due to this constrains, we only select the vehicles that their cigarette charger will be off when the vehicle is off.) To protect the subjects’ privacy, we disabled the audio recording capability. To ensure the quality of data collection, we also disabled the “reset” and “format” buttons in the device.

Figure 2 An example installation

Figure 3 shows an example collected video frame, GPS and G sensor data. Video data in .mov format which is encoded using H.264. In the generated video, the GPS location and vehicle speed is displayed on the top left corner of the video. At the same time, it outputs a separate data file in text format with GPS location, speed, and G sensor information. Each second, it would output the GPS information along with calculated moving speed. Every 0.1 second, it would output the G sensor information.
Subjects
Subjects were recruited through a variety of outlets in the Greater Indianapolis area. 865 people responded to the ads and all were sent an electronic pre-screening form. 580 people returned the pre-screening form. Of those, 350 were eligible for the study. A second screening was done by phone and 270 people participated in the second screening. Of those, 116 people were chosen to participate in the study based on their demographic and geographic representation. Each subject has his/her own vehicle.

Of our 116 subjects, 78% are Caucasian, 10% are Asian, 6% are African American, 2% are Latino/Latin American, 1% are Middle Eastern, 1% are Indian and 2% are of unknown ethnicity. The high percentage of Caucasians compared to the other groups is representative of the population of Indiana where 78.1% of the population is Caucasian. 57 of our subject are female and 59 are male. 72% of our subjects are between the ages of 24-60, 20% are 18-24 and 8% are 60+.

Data Collection
In general, each subject is assigned 4 micro SD cards. For some subjects with high mileage driving, we assign 5 or more micro SD cards. At any given time, each subject had 2-3 micro SD cards available on hand to switch out the cards as needed. Subjects were instructed on how to put in and remove the micro SD cards without changing the angle of the camera. The subjects deliver the card(s) with data to our data collection coordinator via mail or direct drop-off. Our data collection coordinator would send empty cards to the subject upon receiving their data cards.

To manage this process, we designed the subject data management system (Figure 4). With this data management system and method, we can easily pinpoint to the status of any card at any given time. The management system automatically provides warning for the data collection coordinator in following two situations: requests the coordinator to send SD cards to a subject if he/she has only one card on hand; and requests the coordinator to contact a subject if he/she has not send any card in a 3-week period. To ensure the security of the data management system, we have three-level of access authorization to investigator of this task, the data coordinator, data documentation specialist.

To assist the data documentation process, we designed the data documentation tool. Figure 5 shows the graphical user interface for data documentation, which can help to efficiently organize the data collected. The capabilities include: 1) copy and organize information, such as hard drive location, data type, process date, etc. 2) record, calculate and organize information related to each vehicle such as recorded mileage, recorded time, etc. 3) provide accurate information for subject management system. 4) create logs, such as mileage log, daily log, car log, overall log and etc. 5) automatically change the filename of each file while copying using our defined file name structure as shown in Figure 6. To minimize human errors during the card ID input process, the system would require double input of card ID and the ID number is also designed to help identify typos. This tool allows copying of multiple SD cards to two hard drives at the same time.

To collect one year data from over 110 subjects is not a trivial task. During the data collection process, we dealt with different kinds of incidents: SD card lost in mailing process, SD card damage, DVR damage, DVR drop off, DVR angle change, subject operation error, etc. We have a team of
subject and data collection coordinators, data documentation specialists, technical support personnel, and researchers work together to streamline the collection process and develop various damage mitigation procedures.

**Data Processing**

The flowchart of the entire process of the pedestrian detection and behavior analysis is shown in Figure 7. The collected data, including the recorded videos, GPS information and G sensor data, are first categorized based on the driving scenarios. We designed the categorization based automatic pedestrian detection algorithms [3] to class each video into different categories based on their driving scenario, location, time, and weather. We designed the category-specific algorithms to process each segment of the data based on its category. The automatic pedestrian detection results are verified and processed by reductionists. The tasks of reductionists include verifying the correctly detected pedestrians and eliminating the falsely detected frames and repeatedly detected pedestrian using our frame reduction tool. The rationale behind our human-in-loop process is illustrated in [3]. No automatic pedestrian system can achieve 100% accuracy, but on the other hand, pure manual selection and labeling is extremely expensive and time consuming given the fact that we have huge number of data to process. Therefore, the proposed human-in-loop strategy is a practical and effective trade-off between the accuracy and cost. The automatic algorithm can efficiently generate possible pedestrian frames while eliminating most non-pedestrian frames with high accuracy. The measured reduction rate is 99.92%, which means most of the non-pedestrian frames are eliminated by the automatic algorithm. After frame reduction, only one frame for each pedestrian appearance event is kept. A five-second video is generated for each frame verified by reductionists. All the videos are preliminarily analyzed by our video analysts using our pedestrian behavior analysis tool. The potential conflict videos are selected and gone through quantitative analysis and modeling.

**Automatic pedestrian detection process** It is very challenging to design an algorithm that can work with all kinds of real-life driving scenarios. It would be reasonable to categorize the driving scenario first and apply a corresponding detection algorithm for different categories. The detailed flow chart of categorization based pedestrian detection is shown in Figure 8. The collected naturalistic driving data is first categorized into stop, slow moving, and fast moving periods based on the speed of the vehicles obtained from the GPS data. Categorization-specific algorithms will be applied to different categories of data respectively to achieve a well balance between accuracy and efficiency.

In the stop and slow moving periods, moving cars and pedestrians can be easily detected comparing to the relatively static background. We designed a simple background subtraction algorithm to generate possible binary foreground Regions of Interest (ROIs). By preprocessing the generated ROI, we can roughly get the following characteristics of the moving objects: object size, length-width ratio and orientation of the detected object. It would be very time-consuming and unnecessary to perform pedestrian detections in each frame since a pedestrian would show up in consecutive multiple frames. Therefore we can
process several frames per second. For highway or relatively low speed area, we use a bigger interval between frames and for local or higher speed area, we use smaller intervals. The potential pedestrians can be detected by matching the features we found.

For fast moving category, we designed a new pedestrian detection method based on multimodal histogram of gradient (HOG) and kernel based Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [4-6] to improve the processing speed of the traditional HOG based method and at the same time it achieves a better detection rate. The pre-screening step can effectively reduce the number of the sliding windows and false positives. The lower body detector is additionally incorporated into the traditional whole body detector to effectively reduce the false positives. The naturalistic driving video is sampled and the generated video frame is first preprocessed and pre-screened to eliminate the non-pedestrian windows. Whole body and lower body HOG feature extractions are performed on the regions of interest using sliding window searching. The prescreening step dramatically reduced the number of slide windows. The kernel based ELM classification is then applied to each detection window. The classification results of the whole body and lower body are combined to generate the final decision.

Frame verification and reduction. The goal of this step is to reduce the false alarm (the automatically detected frames that have no pedestrians) and reduce the same scenario frames. Our trained data reductionists look through each frame the computer filtered out to determine if there was a pedestrian. If there is a pedestrian in multiple frames, the data reductionist would only select one of the middle frames. Each data reductionist was specially trained by our data processing trainer and can only work after he/she passed our data reduction process test. To assist data reductionist, we developed a user friendly data reduction GUI to automatically log the results.

Preliminary pedestrian behavior analysis. For each selected frame by the data reductionist, we generate a 5-second video to perform preliminary pedestrian behavior analysis. We have developed the preliminary pedestrian behavior video analysis tool (Figure 9). It has four main functions: mark potential conflict cases; mark the main pedestrian(s) of interest in the video; label the video based on our video analyst’s tag to provide searching index and categorizing statistics; and record the pedestrian step frequency.

Our video data analysts are trained specialists in providing preliminary analysis of pedestrian behavior. Each video data analysis can only work on this task after passing the video data analysis test.

Potential conflict scenarios analysis graphical user interface. For each selected potential conflict scenario, a 15-second video will be segmented for further analysis. Figure 10 shows our GUI for the behavior analysis which is designed to analyze the selected potential conflict cases. In this step, the analyst will provide more detailed information about the scenario. We will count pedestrian step frequencies to further study pedestrian walking behavior; and calculate the time to collision (TTC) value when applicable.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To date, we have collected 65TB driving data with about 1 million miles. And we have processed about 54% of data for data analysis. About 15,000 hours driving data has been processed by our pedestrian detection system with about 1.7 billion frames. After automatic pedestrian detection, about 2 million frames were detected with possible pedestrians. After verification and data reduction (remove the frames from same events), 9097 videos of interests were analyzed. From these videos, our video analysts detected about 773 potential conflict scenarios for our behavior analysts for further detailed behavior analysis. Here is the statistical information from our processed naturalistic driving data. We label 9097 videos as pedestrian videos which include both normal and potential conflict case. And calculate the potential conflict’s rate by dividing the potential conflicts with the pedestrian videos.

Pedestrian behavior data statistics for potential conflict scenarios

Table 1 shows the statistical result of videos of potential conflict with all pedestrian videos (including both normal and potential conflict cases), and the potential conflict’s rate. Of all pedestrian videos, we can see that within over 50% cases, only one adult pedestrian is present. Second most cases are two adults present (23.72%). Very few cases (0.76%) that only children were present.

Overall, for the potential conflict rate: when only children as pedestrians (no adult present), there is 23.19% potential conflict rate, which is 177% more likely than the cases with adult pedestrians present. This shows that there is elevated risk to let children walk alone. When only one adult is present, there are about 7.56% cases that have potential conflict. When two adults are present, there are about 8.71% cases that have potential conflict. When three or more adults are present, there is about 10.26% chances to have potential conflict. This shows that it is more likely to have potential conflicts when more pedestrians are present. Moreover the case with only children as pedestrians has 175% more likelihood to have a potential conflict than the average of the other three cases, which is quite a relatively dangerous case.

Table 2 shows the statistical results of potential conflict rate at different driving environments. We can see that most of the potential conflicts happen in urban area (74.43%), and only 9.18% are encountered from rural area, the rest part (14.47%) are from other areas, such as parking lot, community, school area, etc. However, when comparing with the potential conflicts rate,
Figure 9 Pedestrian preliminary behavior analysis tool

Figure 10 Potential conflict scenarios analysis
Table 1 Number of Adults Presented in the Scene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian videos</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
<td>5028</td>
<td>55.27%</td>
<td>2158</td>
<td>23.72%</td>
<td>1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflicts</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.07%</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>49.16%</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>24.32%</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflict rate</td>
<td>23.19%</td>
<td>7.56%</td>
<td>8.71%</td>
<td>10.26%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Potential Conflict Rate at Different Driving Environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian videos</td>
<td>1158</td>
<td>12.73%</td>
<td>6771</td>
<td>74.43%</td>
<td>1168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflicts</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9.18%</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>49.16%</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflict rate</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
<td>4.53%</td>
<td>19.64%</td>
<td>6.40%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Potential Conflict Rate at Different Pedestrian Moving Directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian videos</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>18.94%</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>20.13%</td>
<td>2154</td>
<td>23.68%</td>
<td>3389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflicts</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.47%</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>10.74%</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>54.72%</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflict rate</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
<td>4.53%</td>
<td>19.64%</td>
<td>6.40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Potential Conflict Rate when Pedestrians Show up at Different Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian videos</td>
<td>1337</td>
<td>14.70%</td>
<td>2229</td>
<td>24.50%</td>
<td>4346</td>
<td>47.77%</td>
<td>1185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflicts</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>34.93%</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>22.38%</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>30.14%</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflict rate</td>
<td>20.19%</td>
<td>7.76%</td>
<td>5.36%</td>
<td>8.19%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Potential Conflict Rate at Different Pedestrian Statuses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian videos</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>66.12%</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>17.98%</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>2.48%</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>2.26%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflicts</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>72.19%</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6.08%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.79%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.98%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflict rate</td>
<td>9.28%</td>
<td>2.87%</td>
<td>16.37%</td>
<td>11.17%</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
<td>10.63%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Potential Conflict Rate when Different Road Types Presented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian videos</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
<td>2612</td>
<td>28.71%</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>6162</td>
<td>67.74%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflicts</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.01%</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>78.14%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.98%</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>68.05%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential conflict rate</td>
<td>17.51%</td>
<td>7.39%</td>
<td>15.75%</td>
<td>8.54%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we can see that 14.47% cases from other driving environments are potential conflicts, which is almost 100% more likelihood than the other two cases.

Table 3 shows the statistical results of potential conflict rate categorized by different pedestrian moving directions. We collected almost evenly distributed pedestrian videos from four pedestrian moving directions: 18.94% are against traffic, 20.13% are with traffic, 23.68% are crossing the road and 37.25% from other moving scenarios. Over half of the potential conflicts (54.72%) are observed from pedestrian crossing the road, and the second most are from other moving directions (28.07%), 6.47% are from against traffic, 10.74% are from with traffic. The statistical results suggest that potential conflicts are more likely to happen in pedestrian crossing scenarios with 19.64% potential conflict rate, which is three times more likelihood than other cases. This shows that road crossing has an elevated risk when compared to other scenarios.

Table 4 shows the statistical results of the pedestrian appearance location. Nearly half (47.77%) of the pedestrians appears on the right side of the road in our pedestrian videos, which is reasonable considering that vehicles drive on right side in USA. Within all the pedestrian videos classified as potential conflicts videos, 34.93% are from pedestrians in road, 22.38% are from pedestrian on left side, 30.14% are from pedestrian on right side and 12.55% from other appearance locations. Pedestrian in road has the highest potential conflict rate (20.19%) and it is two times more likelihood than the average of other cases, which shows that there is an elevated risk for pedestrians to walk in road.

Table 5 shows the pedestrian statuses within all the pedestrian videos: walking (66.12%), standing (17.98%), jogging (2.48%), entering/exiting vehicle (2.26%), skating (0.09%) and other (11.06%). Most data collected are categorized into walking and standing. We observed that higher pedestrian speed may leads to higher rate of potential conflicts as can be seen from jogging (16.37%), and skating (12.50%). Note for skating case, we do not observe many cases to draw conclusion yet.

Table 6 shows the statistical results of potential conflicts with respect to different road types. Most of the collected data are from other category (67.74%) which consists of regular traffic way of non-traffic way. We focus more about the regions of interest such as cross walk (1.95%), intersection (28.71%) and junction (1.60%). We can see that potential conflicts rate is highest at cross walk (17.51%) and second highest is at the junction (15.75%), which are more than 100% likelihood than the other two cases. The potential conflict rate is much lower at intersection when compared to the above two cases. This could be because that intersection has clear traffic signals that pedestrians/drivers can easily follow.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This collected data provides a promising approach to study pre-crash scenarios for vehicle-to-pedestrian collisions in United States. We observed: 1) children alone as pedestrians have an elevated risk; 2) three or more adults may be more likely to result in potential conflicts with vehicles than one or two adults; 3) parking lots, communities, school areas, shopping malls, etc. could have more potential conflicts than regular urban/rural driving environments; 4) when pedestrian crossing road, there is much higher potential conflicts than pedestrian walking along/against traffic; 5) there is an elevated risk for pedestrians walking in road (where vehicles can drive by); 6) when pedestrians are jogging, it is much more likely to have potential conflict than walking or standing; and 7) it is more likely to have
Figure 11 Map of Pedestrian Appearance Points of All the Potential Conflict Events

Figure 12 Distribution of Time to Collision Value
potential conflict at cross walk and junction than other road types.

Furthermore, we estimated the pedestrian appearance points of all potential conflict events and time to collision (TTC). Most potential conflict events have a TTC value ranging from 1 second to 6 seconds, with the range of 2 seconds to 4 seconds being associated with highest percentages of all the cases. The mean value of TTC is 3.84 seconds with standard deviation of 1.74. Note that our observations are based on near-misses. Therefore the TTC for crash scenarios could be much shorter.

A limitation of our research is that the collected data does not provide information about drivers’ and occupants’ behaviors during the conflicts. Therefore, this project is not designed to provide driver’s behavior information.
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